Abstract -In this technological world development in the field of nanometer technology leads to minimize the power consumption of logic circuits. Reversible logic design has been one of the promising technologies gaining greater interest due to less dissipation of heat and low power consumption. In digital systems code conversion is a widely used process for reasons such as enhancing security of data, reducing the complexity of arithmetic operations and thereby reducing the hardware required, dropping the level of switching activity leading to more speed of operation and power saving etc. This paper proposes novel Reversible logic design for code conversion such as Binary to Gray code, Gray to Binary code, BCD to Excess 3 code, Excess 3 to BCD code.
I INTRODUCTION
One of the major goals in modern circuit design is reduction of power consumption. As demonstrated by R.Landauer in the early 1960s, irreversible hardware computation, regardless of its realization technique, results in energy dissipation due to the information loss [1] . Reversible logic circuits have theoretically zero internal power dissipation because they do not lose information. Hence,. In 1973, Bennett showed that in order to avoid KTln2 joules of energy dissipation in a circuit, it must be built using reversible logic gates [2] . A circuit is said to be reversible if the input vector can be uniquely recovered from the output vector and there is a one-to-one correspondence between its input and output assignments, i.e. not only the outputs can be uniquely determined from the inputs, but also the inputs can be recovered from the outputs [4] [5] [6] . This paper presents design of reversible code converters includes reversible binary to gray code converter, reversible gray to binary converter, reversible BCD to excess 3 code converter, reversible excess3 to BCD code converter. The paper is organized as follows section II presents the literature survey on reversible logic gates, section III presents the design of proposed reversible code converters circuits, section IV presents the analysis of the proposed methods, section V presents the conclusion and future work.
II LITRETURE SURVEY
This section introduces the basics of reversible logic gates and various reversible logic gate proposed. Reversible logic has received significant attention in recent years. It has applications in various research areas such as low power CMOS design, optical computing, quantum computing, bioinformatics, thermodynamic technology, DNA computing and nanotechnology. It is not possible to construct quantum circuits without reversible logic gates. Synthesis of reversible logic circuits is significantly more complicated than traditional irreversible logic circuits because in a reversible logic circuit, we are not allowed to use fan-out and feedback [4] .
The performance of the reversible circuit based on the following parameters 
III PROPOSED REVERSIBLE CODE CONVERTERS
Designing of reversible logic circuit is challenging task, since not enough number of gates are available for design. Reversible processor design needs its building blocks should be reversible in this view the designing of reversible code converters became essential one.
In the digital domain, data or information is represented by a combination of 0's and 1's. A code is basically the pattern of these 0's and 1's used to represent the data. Code converters are a class of combinational digital circuits that are used to convert one type of code in to another.
Some of the most prominently used codes in digital systems are Natural Binary Sequence, Binary Coded Decimal, Excess-3 Code, Gray Code, ASCII Code etc. Like any combinational digital circuit, a code converter can be implemented by using a circuitry of AND, OR and NOT gates. Here this paper focuses more on conversion of code between binary to gray and BCD to excess-3.
Reversible Binary to Gray and Gray to binary code converter
Binary to Gray code converters used to reduce switching activity by achieving single bit transition between logical sequences.
If Input vector is I(D,C,B,A) then the output vector o(Z,Y,X,W).
The circuit is constructed with the help of Feynman Gate (FG) gate [7] , the 
Reversible BCD to Excess-3 code and Excess-3 to BCD code converter
BCD to Excess-3 code converter used in arithmetic operational circuits to reduce the overall hardware complexity, The circuit is constructed with the help of two reversible gates Feynman Gate (FG) and Universal Reversible Gate (URG) [9] . The truth V CONCLUSION This paper has introduced and proposed reversible logic gates and reversible circuits for realizing different code converters like BCD to Excess-3, Excess-3 to BCD, Binary to Gray and Gray to Binary using reversible logic gates. The proposed design leads to the reduction of power consumption compared with conventional logic circuits, the design proposed is implemented with FG and URG gates only in near future with the invent of new RLG the power consumption may reduced to little more greater extent, not only that there will be a chance of implementing different logic circuits using reversible logic gates and which intern helps to increase the energy efficiency to a greater extent.
